questions with respect to the issue of mechanisms that
Thaler et al., 1999). Further indication that repression plays actions. Although it remains unclear whether patterning of interneuron populations is responsive to precisely the an important role in the generation of motor and interneurons comes from studies on the transcription factors same inputs, given the parallels between other aspects of motor neuron and interneuron development, it seems Nkx6.1, Nkx2.2, and Irx3 (Briscoe et al., 2000).
One potential limitation to generalizing conclusions likely that at least some of the mechanisms will be held in common. from the aforementioned studies is that the interneuron subtypes identified thus far are distributed rather evenly The main advantage of this technique over the ablation terneurons. The Pierani paper appears to also shed paradigms is that the test neurons remain part of an some light on this dilemma. Examination of the Dbx1 intact neural circuit. knockout revealed that while the majority of En1 ϩ neuConclusions rons are generated from Dbx1 Ϫ precursors, a minority The recent studies provide us with insights into the gefraction of En1 ϩ neurons are generated from precursors netic mechanisms that control development of the spithat transiently express Dbx1 (Pierani et al., 2001) . Despite nal cord. By identifying genetic markers that label spethese genetic and physiological differences among the cific cell types in the spinal cord, these studies provide En1 ϩ interneurons, it is worth noting that at present there a potential interface between developmental studies in is no experimental evidence that neurons with subtle physthe embryo and physiological studies of the motor funciological differences have different roles in the control of tion in the adult. A unifying goal for all neuroscientists, motor circuits and it remains possible that these neurons be they focused on the molecular, cellular, or systems share common functions in sensory-motor coordination. levels approaches or working in vertebrates or inverte-A complete understanding of the role that distinct neubrates, is to understand how neurons control behaviors. ronal subclasses with defined transcription factor exUltimately, from a developmental standpoint, this comes pression patterns play in circuit behavior will require down to understanding how neurons are generated, how physiological and behavioral analyses in the adult. groups of neurons are assembled into networks, and An important characteristic of the motor circuits is the how then the activity of these circuits is coordinated to ability of animals to simultaneously control and coordigenerate complex behavior. The recent work defining nate movement of the four limbs (Figure 2 ). Motor genes that control spinal interneuron cell fate is a critical rhythms generated by a CPG are communicated to simistep in this direction. lar circuits that control movements in the other limbs by two sets of interneurons. The commissural interneurons
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